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The space and Earth science communities have identified priority goals that are
major design, technology, and operational challenges for NASA.

While a number of these goals may be met by operation on the lunar surface
with robots and/or humans, many others will be enabled only by very large,
complex facilities in free space: UV/vis/IR filled-apertures, spatial arrays for x-
ray and radio observations,  and millimeter and sub-millimeter antennae
observing the Earth from geo-synch or libration points.

Successful operations at these locations can build upon almost two decades of
successful human-robotic experience in LEO to assemble, repair, upgrade, and
rescue complex facilities of many kinds.

Two years ago, a working group that was chartered by the then-AA of SMD
recognized that the extraordinary potential of operations in free space was not
being adequately factored into NASA’s planning priorities: new launch vehicles,
Orion, astronaut EVA, space robots and tools, propulsion systems . . . all have
obvious potential to achieve major goals.

As for the future, your task is not to foresee it,
but to enable it. -- Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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As a consequence,  NASA’s evolving Exploration Architecture is being evaluated
by the Future In-Space Operations (FISO) Working Group as to how modest
augmentations may enable “sortie” operations in free space, just as NASA
welcomes options for “sortie” missions on the lunar surface.

      Preliminary cost estimates for alternative “sorties”: ~ $2 B per surface “sortie” (ref:
       MG), whereas a major cis-lunar “sortie” that does not require soft lunar landing costs
       ~0.7 of surface “sortie” (ref: Boeing, LM). Costing is major goal of Ares 5 proposal.

The FISO working group has taken national science priorities in space as given
by NAS/NRC “decadal reviews” and incorporated in NAC advice.  We have
concentrated on evaluating broadly enabling capabilities, rather than designs
for science missions or new science goals. [Cf., Stahl, Postman … this
workshop.]

For the past two years, our group has been assessing options for in-space
capabilities, including the most cost-effective use of astronauts and/or robots,
the Orion/Ares systems, as well as how these capabilities may support lunar
surface operations. Such a multi-use capability has an historical precedent  . . .

The FISO Working Group consists of about two dozen US scientists and engineers working in NASA, academia, and
industry. See reference list at the close of this presentation.

         In response to opportunities offered to the science communities
by NASA leadership over the past three years
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History’s lesson: when science goals and human exploration
combined to achieve multiple goals with a single system

GSFC, a science Center, partnered with JSC, the human spaceflight Center, in 1972 at the start of
Space Shuttle development.  From this partnership arose breakthrough capabilities …

A design that made possible on-
orbit servicing:
• More effective cargo bay
• Large robotic arm for

capturing and repairing
satellites.

Modular spacecraft designed to
be approachable, retrievable,
and repairable

Generic Shuttle-based carriers to
berth and service on-orbit
spacecraft, not exclusive to
one particular vehicle.

With the same philosophy, what might Orion make possible?
On-Orbit Satellite Servicing Concept, 1975
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A cis-lunar “sortie:” one FISO
concept for servicing the ~ 10
m SAFIR observatory at the
Earth-Moon libration point
using an augmented Orion and
LSAM crew module.

Future major science
facilities in space will
be extremely
challenging.
Humans and robots
on site are likely to
be necessary if these
missions are to be
successful.
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Current/Near-Future FISO Assessment and Trade Studies

Space robotics:
Surface or in-space ops, human-robot interaction
   => AR&D and inspection of ISS, Shuttle, Orion;
space tugs and remote cargo transfer; refueling;

Orion + robots + astronaut EVA:
manipulation, upgrade, construction with astronauts on-site

   => complex assembly, rescue, servicing etc. possible
only with astronauts and advanced robotics; cost trades

In-space support for lunar surface ops:
Application of in-space capabilities to lunar surface ops
and vice versa

   => Depoting, refueling in space; contingency and
medical support for surface humans operations;
preparations for long human space voyages

Ares 5: heavy lift and very large optical systems:

Invited proposal via Pete Worden (@STScI workshop)

  => very large apertures, multiple payloads, etc. Design
study coordinated among GSFC, ARC, MSFC, JSC, NRO,
academia, industry; costs

Tug rescue of stranded CEV

Robotic servicing of complex
satellite

Science enabled by Ares 5
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Augmenting the Exploration Architecture:
A Notional Top-Level In-Space “Roadmap”

1. Space robotics (LEO):
remote manipulation, simple examination, recon, & rescue
   => External examination of ISS, Shuttle, Orion;
space tugs, cargo transfer, refueling, commercial interest

2. Orion + robotic systems (LEO):
manipulation, upgrade, construction with humans nearby

   => external inspection/repair of ISS, Orion

3. Orion + robotics + LCM (LEO, HEO):
advanced capabilities using human EVA & robots

   => Construction/servicing of complex

in-space facilities; research in LCM

4. Orion + robotics + LCM + EDS + Ares 5 (Lunar, EM L1):

in-space support for lunar surface ops, in-space demos

  => Contingency supply, on-orbit depoting,

line-of-sight control of surface robots;

very large optics for multiple users
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Proposal submitted to ESMD (via Pete Worden) to assess the capabilities of Ares 5 system to achieve
science, national security, and commercial goals with a new heavy-lift system.

Supported by GSFC and MSFC Center Directors, coordinated with similar evaluations by Northrop
Grumman, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, and Ball Aerospace, with participation by Utexas, JSC, and NRO.
Guided by ESMD and JSC Constellation Office.

Begins with ~ 6-month assessment, with 2-year extension: input to Ares 5 development process, NRC
reviews, NAC deliberations

Study concentrates on, but may not be limited to

Design options for upper-stage faring to enable science, space commerce, national security

Design options for payloads: monoliths, segmented, deployed/assembled apertures for astronomy, Earth
science, national security

Trade studies: autonomous deployment and/or telerobotics and/or astronauts

Options for Orion/CEV and Ares 1 in coordination with Ares 5: servicing, repair, rescue, recovery

Traceability to major Earth science and astrophysics goals

Precursors, demonstration missions, technology investment options

Cost trades for the major options.

Ares 5 Assessment Proposal
[SUMMARY]

H. Thronson & Y. Pendleton
January, 2007
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For the past two years, the FISO working group has been addressing the question, Given
priority NASA science goals, how can they best be accomplished? by evaluating concepts
that take advantage of the capabilities that NASA intends to develop to return humans to
the Moon.

Augmenting the NASA Exploration Architecture potentially offers a large community of
science users the capability to achieve major goals in Earth science, solar science, and
astronomy at the libration points, geosync, and other locations in the Earth-Moon
system.

Successful operation in free space with astronaut EVA, advanced tool systems, and
robots is now almost two decades old.

The NAC (through its science subcommittees) is invited to:
• Review and guide our working group’s major studies: enabling multiple national goals;
• Encourage continued consideration of such in-space capabilities as servicing with
humans and/or robots, very large launch vehicles, other operations;
• Recommend that the scientific value of in-space operations be incorporated in
Exploration’s planning and future Block changes of Constellation’s program elements.

Conclusions
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